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Hello! I’m Ben, founder and chef at the BBQ 
School. 
I trust you enjoyed a fun & informative 
BBQ Seafood Class with us recently.

Included in your e-book are all the recipes you 
learnt in your class plus a reminder of some of 
the key lessons and chef tips and tricks.

I love entertaining but far too many entertainers 
are slaving away in kitchens and missing out on 
their dinner party celebrations. 

Successful entertaining comes with good 
preparation and we will help you deliver.

Have fun entertaining, enjoy this free cook book 
and we would love it if you uploaded photos of 
your creations at home to our Facebook site 
https://www.facebook.com/bbqschool/ to show 
us how it all turned out.

- Ben Farley

For more recipes on our blog,
visit www.bbqschool.com.au

Welcome to your e-book of recipes
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From our experience most people find cooking seafood the most 
challenging. Even knowing what to buy and how fresh it is can be daunting. 

How do you know if seafood is fresh?
• Only buy seafood from a reputable supplier
• Whole fish should have bright clear and shiny eyes, and gills should 

be bright red or pink.
• Fish scales should be shiny and cling tightly to the skin,.
• Choose fillets that are moist and free of drying or browning around 

the edges.
• All seafood should smell of the sea breeze. A strong fish odour 

generally means the seafood is old
• Fish should have firm flesh and should spring back when touched
• Crustations eyes should be full and not sunken

Wine pairings with Seafood

When seafood is paired well it should bring out the best characteristics of 
a wine.  We recommend an Audrey Wilkinson Semillon which has a 
bouquet of lemon and lime with green apple and lemon grass notes and a 
long and intense palate with lemon and lime juice flavours.  It is beautifully 
balanced for our prawn & squid dish. 

The baked Snapper is ideally paired with a crisp, delicate Chardonnay due 
to it’s subtle, simple seasoning that compliments the Chardonnays 
impression of sweetness. Cockfighter's Ghost Chardonnay has a lovely 
bouquet with peach, honey and orange peel aromas. Good acidity adds to 
the complexity on the palate which displays mandarin and apricot flavours 
and a spicy oak finish. 8

Chef’s Tips



What type of Oil should I use when cooking on a BBQ?
We recommend that you use oil that has a high smoke point when cooking, such as; 
vegetable oil, canola oil, pomace oil, rice bran oil, or grapeseed oil. Olive Oils such as 
Extra-virgin olive oil and virgin olive oil have a low smoke point; which means they 
start to burn, loose there flavour and become carcinogenic at 68°C, save your olive 
oils for finishing your food with a drizzle, dressing a salad and dipping with bread.

What type of salt should I use?
It is personal choice what salt and how much salt you should add to your food, as 
chefs the most common question we are asked is how do I make my food taste good, 
and the answer is very simple SEASONING!
The 3 most common types of salt we see are; rock salt, table salt and salt flakes.
Rock salt is also known as halite. It is different to sea or river salt because it is already 
found in a solid form underground and then mined, like sea or river salt it is rich in 
minerals
Table salt is produced from the solid or rock salt, it is heavily processed to eliminate 
impurities, which also removes minerals such as calcium and potassium, an anti-caking 
agent is added and sometimes iodine.
Sea flakes are produced through evaporation of ocean water or water from saltwater 
lakes and rivers, usually with little processing. Depending on the water source, this 
leaves behind certain trace minerals and elements. The minerals add flavour and colour 
to salt flakes, which comes in a variety of coarseness levels.

Why do I have to pre-heat my BBQ?
Pre-heating your grill is critical for successfully cooking your food on the BBQ. Pre-
heating brings your BBQ grill or flat plates up to cooking temperature.  if you place 
your food on a cold or lukewarm grill your food is more likely to; stick, you are more 
likely to overcook it, and you can kiss good bye to that tasty, crosshatched sear on 
your steak.
To pre-heat your hooded BBQ, open the lid and light all of the burners, set the 
burners to high, close the hood, and heat to your desired temperature.
To pre-heat your flat BBQ, light all of the burners, set the burners to high and heat for 
10 to 15 minutes depending on the conditions.
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Oils, salts & pre-heating your BBQ 



What is direct BBQ cooking?
Food that is cooked via direct cooking or grilling is placed directly over the heat for 
searing and for foods that don't require prolonged cooking times - steaks, fish fillets, 
hamburgers, hot dogs, chicken fillets, vegetables, etc. Usually foods cooked this way are 
seared and then set aside to rest on a resting rack or tray over indirect heat. Searing 
is achieved quickly (1-2 mins) over high heat, sealing the food, trapping in the juices 
and flavour and results in food that is still tender and tasty.

What is indirect BBQ cooking?
Indirect cooking is likened to “roasting” and is used when lower temperatures (160°
to 220°C) and longer cooking times are required or when cooking foods that are oily 
and prone to flare-ups.
The food is not cooked directly over the heat rather placed in the centre of the BBQ 
with the outside burners on and the centre burners off which will result in the heat 
circulating around the food, cooking it slowly and evenly. Food will be cooked all the 
way through, not charred on the outside and raw in the middle.

What should I cook on, the grill plate or the flat plate?
That all depends on what you are cooking;
The grill plate or char grill on your BBQ is best for generating flavour. By cooking of 
the grill plate you will achieve that charred smoky flavour that we all love from a BBQ. 
Use the grill plate for your more robust items such as a steak or cutlet.
The flat plate is perfect for those more delicate items. You can achieve perfect crispy 
skin on fish, cook loose items such as onions or a stir-fry, and don’t forget the egg for 
your burger! It also allows for you to a have an even and consistent heat across your 
food surface, which is perfect for quick searing of scallops.

Why does my BBQ have hot spots?
Hot and cold spots are generally caused by blocked gas jets. Gas jets can be blocked 
by fat, moisture, dirt or rust, which blocks the even flow of gas through the jets. Other 
common causes are a build-up of grease/fat in particular areas of your drip tray, this 
means this area will heat up more and increase the temperature of that area. BBQ’s 
that have a hood will always be cooler at the front and hotter at the back where is it 
more protected from the outside temperature. 6

Direct vs Indirect Cooking



Marinades V’s Rubs, what is the difference?

Marinades
A marinade is always a liquid, and usually consists of herbs and spices, the marinade 
will either be acidic, using such things as; vinegar, citrus or alcohol or an  In general, or 
enzymatic using such things as; pineapple, papaya or kiwifruit. A marinade has two 
purposes; the first is to infuse the meat with delicious flavour. The second purpose of 
marinade is to tenderize the meat. 
Rubs
Unlike a marinade, rubs only have one purpose: to give flavour.  A rub is a mixture of 
herbs and spices. Rubs are placed on the meat when it’s still raw, and can be either put 
on directly before cooking or, be left on for a period of time to intensify the flavour. 
Because rubs do not have an acid in them, they don’t break down the meat like a 
marinade.

Can I reuse my marinade?
The simple answer is no, once you have used your marinade with your meat, you 
should discard it to avoid bacterial contamination. If you want to use some of your 
marinade to baste or to use as a finishing or dipping sauce, reserve some of the 
marinade before you add you meat. 

How do I avoid marinade sticking to my grill?
When using marinades, always remove excess marinade prior to cooking as the 
marinade will have already done its job and won’t add further flavour by adding more. 
When using marinades, especially those with sugar or honey that burn easily, we 
recommend using a re-usable silicon hot plate liner which is placed under the food 
and then cleaned afterwards in hot soapy water. 
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Marinades vs Rubs



Equipment
• Tongs, roasting fork, spatula, oven gloves
• Redheads 
• Selleys Wipes
• A selection of sharp Furi knives 
• Oil brush, Foil, Drip trays
• Fuel choice – gas, charcoal, Red Heads briquettes
• Bottle of water
• Smoke box
• Charcoal lighting Chimney

• To purchase BBQ equipment – visit our shop at 
https://www.bbqschool.com.au/collections

BBQs & Smokers
Trust a chef to give you real, honest advice and practical tips!

We cook on a huge range of BBQ equipment every week and can give 
you help with the pros and cons for each.

Call us today on 1300 227745 to chat!

View a huge range of BBQ's at our partner website BBQXL 
https://www.bbqxl.com.au/
Our students receive a 10% discount from BBQXL using the promo code 
SCHOOLOFF10

We promise to beat any competitors price by 5% (for the same product, 
with evidence of price comparison). 7

Equipment & BBQs



Method
1. Pre-heat	the	BBQ	to	high.
2. Soak,	12	bamboo	skewers	in	water
3. Peel	and	de-vain	the	prawn	by,	gently	twisting	the	prawn	head	to	

loosen	it,	and	then	slowly	pull	out	the	vein	along	with	removing	the	
head,	then	peel	off	the	body	shells,	leaving	the	tail	shell	intact.

4. Thread	the	prawn	on	the	skewer,	from	tail	to	head.
5. For	the	marinade,	add	korma	paste,	yoghurt,	garlic,	coriander	root	

and	stem,	lime	juice	and	zest,	and	chilli	in	a	bowl	and	mix	until	
combined.

6. Brush	the	marinade	over	the	prawns	and	allow	to	marinate	for	15	
minutes.

7. To	cook	the	prawns,	turn	the	BBQ	to	medium	and	place	on	the	BBQ	
grill	and	cook	for	2	minutes	on	the	first	side	and	then	turn	over	and	
cook	for	30	seconds,	remove	for	the	BBQ	and	place	on	the	BBQ	
resting	rest	and	rest	for	3	minutes.

8. To	serve,	arrange	the	prawns	on	a	serving	plate,	sprinkle	with	toasted	
coconut	and	coriander	leaves	and	lime	wedges.
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12	U8	Green	King	Prawns
100g	Patak’s	Korma	paste
50g	Natural	yoghurt
3	Garlic	cloves,	finely	grated
1	Long	red	chilli,	deseed	
and	finely	chopped
½	bunch	Coriander,	roots	

and	stem	chopped,	leaves	
reserved
1	Lime,	zest	and	juice
100g	Coconut,	toasted,	to	
serve
Lime	wedges,	to	serve
Vegetable	oil

Extra-virgin	olive	oil
Murray	River	pink	salt
Freshly	cracked	black	
pepper

Patak’s Korma BBQ King Prawn Skewers 

Serves 4 Prep Time 15 mins (plus marinating time) 
Cook Time 6 minutes

Chef ’s Tip
If	the	vein	breaks	as	it	coming	out	of	the	prawn,	use	a	
skewer	to	make	a	small	whole	in	the	back	of	the	prawn	

and	lift	it	out.



Method
1. Pre-heat the BBQ to high heat with the hood down.
2. Segment the grapefruit and reserve the juice.
3. To prepare the squid, cut the squid in half, lengthways, and scrape the inside of the 

tub with a knife to clean. Score the inside of the tube in a crisscross fashion and 
then cut into pieces.

4. In a mortar and pestle, grind the fennel seeds with a good pinch of salt and 
pepper, then add five spice, paprika and lime zest, and then sprinkle the spices 
over the squid, making sure it gets into all the cuts, set aside for 15 minutes to 
marinate.

5. Combine the juice of 1 lime and reserved grapefruit juice in a bowl with 3 times 
as much extra virgin olive oil and whisk together, stir in the chilli, mint, parsley and 
season, reserve ¼ of the dressing in a separate bowl.

6. To cook the squid, turn BBQ to medium and place the squid BBQ grill, cook for 1 
minute and then turn over and cook for another 30 seconds to 1 minute

7. Once the squid is cooked remove from the BBQ and place squid in the bowl with 
the dressing, toss gently to combine.

8. To serve, add the salad leaves, sliced chili and  grapefruit segments to a bowl and 
dress with the reserved dressing, arrange on a serving platter and then top with 
squid and lime wedges.
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4 medium-sized whole 
squid tubes, cleaned 
with wings left on
1 tbsp Fennel seeds, 
toasted
1 tsp Chinese five spice
1 tsp smoked paprika
2 Limes, zest and juice 

3 Red chillies, deseeded 
and sliced
½ bunch Mint, roughly 
chopped
½ bunch Flat-leaf 
parsley, chopped
500g Mixed salad leaves
1 Ruby grapefruit

Lime wedges, to serve
Sliced chilli, to serve
Murray River pink salt
Cracked black pepper
Extra-virgin olive oil
Vegetable oil

BBQ Spiced Crusted Squid Salad

Serves - 4
Prep time – 10 minutes (plus 15mins of marinating) 

Cook time – 5 minutes



Method
1. Pre-heat the BBQ to high heat with the hood down.
2. Place the snapper on a chopping board and score the skin twice on each side 

with a sharp paring knife.
3. In a mortar and pestle, grind the cumin and coriander seeds with a good pinch of 

salt and pepper, then combine with chilli, coriander root and stems, limes slices, 
and garlic.

4. Place the fish in a large roasting tray, and then rub the fish with the spice mix on 
each side and fill the cavity with the lime slices and coriander stems, pour wine 
over the fish, and then cover the fish with a sheet of baking paper and cover 
tightly in the foil.

5. To cook the snapper, turn the centre burner or the BBQ off, and the side 
burners to low, and then place the snapper in the centre of the BBQ and close 
the hood. Cook the snapper for 25 minutes per kg or until a thermometer reads 
63°C when inserted into the thickest part of the fish, and allow to rest for at 
least ½ of the cooking time.

6. To serve, transfer the fish to a serving platter and sprinkle with coriander leaves 
and lime wedges. 
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2kg Whole snapper, 
cleaned
1tsp cumin seeds, toasted
1 tsp coriander seeds, 
toasted
1 red chilli, deseeded and 
finely chopped
4 Garlic cloves, crushed
3cm piece Ginger

2 Limes, sliced 
½ bunch Coriander, root 
and stems chopped
350ml Audrey Wilkinson 
Semillon
Coriander leaves, to serve
Lime wedges, to serve
Murray River pink salt
Freshly cracked black 

pepper
Extra-virgin olive oil
Vegetable oil

BBQ Whole Roasted Spiced Snapper 

Serves – 6 Prep time – 15 minutes
Cook time – 45mins (plus resting time)



Method
1. Pre-heat the BBQ to hot.
2. Trim away the vegetable wood ends and cut the leaves from the stems, set aside.
3. For the dressing, combine soy, sugar,  chilli, lime juice and zest and ½ of the 

sesame oil in a bowl, stir to dissolve the sugar, taste for balance & then set aside.
4. To cook the salmon, turn the BBQ to medium heat, lightly coat the salmon with 

vegetable oil, salt and pepper. Allow any excess oil to drain away and then place 
the salmon skin side down on the BBQ flat plate and press down for 30 seconds, 
cook for 3 minutes on the skin side or until the “cooked line” is half way through 
the fillet, and then using a lifter carefully turn the fish over, and then cook for ½ 
the time as the first side, or to your liking. Remove for the BBQ and then place 
on the BBQ resting rack and ret for 5 minutes.

5. For the vegetables, place the stems on the BBQ flat plate and cook for 1 minute, 
add the ginger and cook for another 30 seconds, add the vegetable leaves and 
cook until just starting to wilt, remove from the BBQ and place into the dressing 
then toss to combine.

6. To serve, arrange greens on a serving platter and sprinkle with sesame seeds and 
then top with salmon, drizzle salmon with any extra dressing, and lime wedges.
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4	180g	Skin-on	salmon	
fillets
60ml	Soy	sauce
2	tsp	Palm	sugar
3	tsp	Sesame	oil
1	Long	red	chilli,	sliced
3cm	piece	Ginger,	cut	in	

matchsticks
1	Lime,	juice	and	zest
1	bunch	Chinese	
broccoli
2	bunches,	bok choy
1	tbls Sesame	seeds,	
toasted

Lime	wedges,	to	serve
Murray	River	pink	salt
Freshly	cracked	black	
pepper
Extra-virgin	olive	oil
Vegetable	oil

Crispy-Skinned Salmon Fillet with Wilted Greens, Ginger

Chef ’s Tip
Cooking with the skin on improves presentation 

and the crispy skin is delicious to eat. .

Serves	– 4 Prep	time	– 15	minutes
Cook	time	– 12	minutes	(+resting	time)
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We love our tribe of BBQ lovers and want to share with you stuff you want to hear!

Like our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/bbqschool/ and hear about discount offers on 
existing classes, new cooking classes for 2018, news about new locations and events we run.

Please post images of the BBQ School recipes that you cook at home!  We really love to hear 
how you are getting on.

Follow us on Instagram if you love a good food porn shot of BBQ Meat, seafood and smokers. 
https://www.instagram.com/bbqschool/

Like exchanging stories and ideas?  Join our Twitter feed at https://twitter.com/bbqschool

Come visit the blog on our website for a steady stream of delicious recipes for the BBQ
https://www.bbqschool.com.au/blogs/recipes 

We send out monthly newsletters with stories of the month ahead, new information & new 
recipes!  We promise not to bore you with lots of advertising and you can always unsubscribe if you 
decide to become a vegetarian.

We look forward to journeying with you through your BBQ adventure! 

Join our community
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Cape Grim Beef has developed a reputation for providing 100% grass fed premium-grade beef, sought after by butchers 
and chefs. It’s hard to pass up the outstanding quality & taste it offers http://www.capegrimbeef.com.au/

Furi Knives 
Engineered for design, innovation & performance these are elegant and professional knives that we highly recommend. 
https://furiglobal.com/

Audrey Wilkinson’s 150yr old vineyards & years of experience have resulted in Gourmet Traveler rating them one of the 
top 10 cellar doors in Australia. We love pairing their wines with our dishes. https://audreywilkinson.com.au/
https://cockfightersghost.com.au/

Pukara Estate’s Extra Virgin Olive Oils and Vinegar are amongst Australia’s best, winning over 60 awards nationally.  
https://www.pukaraestate.com.au/olive-oils/

Kikkoman soy sauce -Add a little Kikkoman to just about any dish on your menu. It adds the salt flavour and you probably 
won't notice the soy sauce taste. Suddenly, the dish is punchier, more complex, more mysteriously delicious.      
http://www.kikkoman.com.au/

Selleys gives us cleaning products that make BBQ’ing painless. Their products remove the grease that builds up inside and 
around your BBQ. They strive to prove their slogan is true, “If it’s Selleys, it works.”
http://www.selleys.com.au/home-cleaning/bbq

James Squire has been crafting beers since 1998. They brew in small batches in traditional copper kettles to deliver the 
highest quality every time. Plus they only brew the beers they like! https://www.jamessquire.com.au/

Murray River Gourmet Salt Flakes offer a delicate but excellent texture to your foods. The stunning pale pink hue of 
the salt flakes is a result of the mineralized brines which are particularly high in magnesium, calcium.
https://www.murrayriversalt.com.au/

Find out more about the products we love.
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We all love a good BBQ!

Although recipes are really useful for last minute plans, we learn more effectively 

from live demonstrations and hands on experience. 

Purchase one of our BBQ classes for someone before Christmas and receive a 

20% discount with this promo code ECOOKCHRISTMAS 

www.bbqschool.com.au


